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If you struggle with compulsive checking, one of the most common types of obsessive-
compulsive disorder, you know some things all too well: the pain and frustration of feeling
irresponsible and careless, the anxiety caused by the fear that you might hurt or offend someone
and by living with the worry of criticism. But what you may not know is that there are things you
can do—by yourself, at any time—to start feeling better. Most books on OCD focus on many
types of this complex group of disorders. This book offers a program designed with you in mind,
focusing just on your problem with checking.Start with the book’s self-assessment tools, which
will help you understand the scope of your particular problem. Then get ready to do something
about it. Based on his decades of clinical experience, author Paul Munford has developed a
treatment for compulsive checking called exposure, ritual prevention, and awareness therapy
(ERPA), which is adapted in this book for you to use as a self-care approach. Through this
process, you’ll learn to confront your fears and experiment with safe, controlled exposure to
situations you’ve been avoiding. Once you’ve achieved security and peace of mind, find out how
to maintain your progress and deal with particularly challenging situations.This book has been
awarded The Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies Self-Help Seal of Merit — an
award bestowed on outstanding self-help books that are consistent with cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) principles and that incorporate scientifically tested strategies for overcoming
mental health difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction with therapy, our books offer powerful
tools readers can use to jump-start changes in their lives.

“I would like to full heartedly endorse Munford’s book. This book is written by one of the experts
in the field of behavioral treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder. Munford brilliantly uses
more than thirty years of experience in the treatment of this disorder. The book is written in
simple language and gives excellent practical examples that can help patients and their
therapists achieve success in fighting this terrible illness. This book can be used as a treatment
manual or self-help tool. I consider it to be a great contribution to the field.”—Alexander
Bystritsky, MD, Ph.D., clinical professor of psychiatry and biobehavioral sciences at the
University of California, Los Angeles, David Geffen School of Medicine, director of the Anxiety
Disorders Clinic and director of the Partial Hospitalization Program for Treatment Resistant
Anxiety and OCD at the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute and HospitalFrom the PublisherThis is
the first book to adapt clinically-effective cognitive behavioral techniques specifically to the
treatment of checking, the most common form of obsessive-compulsive disorder. 6 million
people in the United States have OCD; the fourth-most common mental disorder. OCD is more
prevalent than more visible disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and panic
disorder. This is the first self-help book specifically written to people with compulsive checking.



Research indicates that CBT alone is as effective for treating OCD as combination treatment
using medication and CBT.About the AuthorPaul R. Munford, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and
executive director of the Anxiety Treatment Center of Northern California. He is clinical professor
in the department of psychiatry of the University of California, Davis, School of Medicine, where
he teaches cognitive behavior therapy. He sits on the Scientific Advisory Board of the Obsessive
Compulsive Foundation and is a member of the American Psychological Association, Anxiety
Disorders Association of America, Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy, and
California Psychological Association.Read more
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Español Aprendedor, “Researching Relief From OCD. I'm just in the beginning of chapter 5, and
so far it seems to be a very practical, helpful book. Hopefully, as I progress through it and do the
prescribed exercises, I'll find some relief.”

Judy Otteson, “Four Stars. I use it in ,my work.”

walter bonchar, “Four Stars. Very helpful for OCD sufferers.”

lester@thelake, “Five Stars. Deliver on time and described as online.”

Michael A. Tompkins, “This book can help you!. The problem of compulsive washing is one of
the most debilitating symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder but often one of the most
straightforward to treat. In this book, Dr. Munford offers hope to those who suffer with this
debilitating problem. The book is sensitive, straightforward, and clearly reflects the wisdom of a
clinician who has helped hundreds of people who suffer with compulsive washing. If you suffer
with this problem, take heart. This book can help you.”

Michael A. Tompkins, “Proven strategies to overcome compulsive checking!. Few clinicians
understand the nature and treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder as thoroughly as Dr.
Munford. He has written a book that is thoughtful, sensitive, and pragmatic and will certainly help
anyone who follows his straightforward and proven strategies to overcome compulsive checking.
I recommend his book to those who suffer with compulsive checking as well as to clinicians who
are looking for ways to help their clients overcome this debilitating problem.”

Susan, “A well known expert on OCD writes a simple, step by step guide on how to treat OCD.
Dr. Munford, a member of the OCF Scientific Advisory Board; has written an important book,
useful for both clinicians and clients alike. I found this book invaluable in helping me direct my
treatment for people with contamination fears. I've recommended it to parents who find it helpful
in understanding what Exposure and Ritual Prevention is. It gives clear, simple, step by step
instruction on how to gradually face OCD fears. Whereas, other books tell you about OCD, this
book tells you how to treat OCD. Priceless!!”

The Godfather!, “An extremely well-written book. I simply have to write a review of this book. I
can't believe more people haven't reviewed it yet, compared to the number reviewing similar
books.What the book covers:It starts off explaining what OCD is (and isn't), why it occurs,
traditional treatments, related mental health issues, et cetera. It then explains the main forms of
checking in relation to OCD, providing plenty of examples.There is then a self-assessment
section, involving industry standards such as two Yale-Brown scales and checklists.Next is a



detailed explanation of the type of treatment advocated by the author (a clinical psychologist
with 30+ years of experience with treating OCD). The treatment in question is a form of exposure
therapy, which is referred to as ERPA (Exposure, Ritual Prevention, and Awareness
therapy).There are then three separate sections concentrating on exposure exercises for the
three main categories of checking OCD. These are:1) Safety fears (i.e. checking in the home -
taps, locks, etc - and checking of motor vehiles)2) Fear of harming others (i.e. fear of having run
over pedestrians, hurting people)3) Fear of embarrassment (i.e. having to re-read text over and
over, fear of miscommunication, fear of poor personal hygiene)After this is a section on how to
go forward.Why this book is different:I can only compare this book to one other: Brain Lock. The
three main differences I see are:1) The actual form of treatment. Whereas this book focuses on
deliberately exposing yourself to your OCD triggers and overcoming them by prevention from
performing rituals / compulsions, Brain Lock wants you to not focus on the fear but instead
ignore it until your panic receeds. For me, that doesn't sound like tackling the problem, but more
like side-stepping it. What is quite strange is at the end of Brain Lock is a little section which
advocates the use of exposure therapy - shame the book didn't focus on it until two pages at the
very end!2) Length. Brain Lock is novel-size whereas this book is arguably thinner. When I first
got this book I was a little disappointed, expecting more for my money (it's nearly 150 pages).
However, this really isn't the case. It's concise and so well laid-out you have no problem finding
any passage.3) This book focuses purely on checking compulsions (although it does explain the
other main areas of OCD and notes that they are sometimes not mutually exclusive). Focusing
purely on checking makes it seem a lot more focused on the specific problem.Conclusion:The
actual type of treatment (ERPA) is explained so clearly and backed-up with reason that you
cannot argue with the method. In saying that, the hard work is still down to you, but then no book
is a miracle cure. This arms you with so much decent information that it can only help, both to
understand the condition and to arm you with a method to tackle it.I would recommend this to
any checking sufferer as well as to family members who want a concise yet thorough
understanding of the condition. It actually has sections for family members, telling them what
helps the sufferer and what not to do.5 stars is too few. Seriously, if you're even semi-interested,
buy this book, read it twice, and then review it yourself.”

Jennie Bear, “stop checking gas hobs is my chatterbox:( . great book.m. brilliant book with great
tools on why we check, hoelw our fears create behaviours to make u feel less anxious. but really
our brains tricking us, our emotions are just a thought to to gain some kind of security and
control we check things over and over , we do not have faith thatbwe have checked so check
again all the while believing that this checking will prevent the thing that you are worrying or
fearing, for instance the gas hob !!!! thats my weakness the gas hobs well guess what this book
is sooo true the more u check the more u instill it in your head that ur emotions are reality ! and u
check more , the more u check the more u keep giving your ocd the power!!!! be the boss . you
are not your mind.. you can gain power back. :)”



Ashleigh, “very good book. I bought this book and i really recommend it to anyone who suffers
from ocd centered around checking, as this is one of my problems i wanted to see what other
people with ocd and checking rituals were checking ect and how they overcome there ocd, it has
ways in which to help you with this also, it explains why we do these types of rituals very good
book!!!”

Sarah Chana Radcliffe, “Effective Self-Help. Overcoming Compulsive Checking is a wonderful
book for anyone seeking relief from anxious checking and re-checking. Whether a person has a
diagnosis of OCD or just finds him or herself bothered by the need to check and re-check things
(i.e. see if the baby is breathing, the door is locked, the stove is turned off or keeps asking similar
questions over and over again until other people feel annoyed), this book provides clear
instructions on how to break the habit and find true peace of mind. Although the book is small
and succinct, it provides all the background information and clear instructions that are needed to
solve the problem once and for all. I highly recommend it.Sarah Chana Radcliffe, author "Raise
Your Kids without Raising Your Voice." 
  
Raise Your Kids Without Raising Your Voice”

The book by Linda Berman has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 22 people have provided feedback.
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